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THE PERFORMANCE YOU WANT, THE FREEDOM YOU NEED
 
The SPYPOINT FLEX G-36 takes the already highly acclaimed performance of the FLEX, and pushes 
the boundaries even further, with improved battery life, further enhanced connectivity as well as the 
addition of a new supported carrier, and increased photo resolution.  

STUNNING PHOTOS AND VIDEO  
The SPYPOINT FLEX G-36 amps up photo quality to an incredible 36MP, making photos hunters  
already loved, even better. Videos in 1080p with sound are also delivered to the SPYPOINT app so you 
don’t miss a thing. The new responsive trigger automatically configures the camera’s settings to the 
exact conditions at the time of the photo to deliver the very best quality, every time.  And because the  
FLEX G-36 uses Constant Capture technology, even while photos or videos are being transmitted,  
the FLEX G-36 can take photos or videos so you don’t miss out on the buck of a lifetime. 

RELIABLE CONNECTIVITY VIRTUALLY ANYWHERE 
The FLEX G-36 works on all major cellular networks, now including US Cellular, and will automatically 
connect to the one with the best coverage in the area. Don’t worry about carrier models or coverage 
maps. The antenna has been designed to optimize the available cellular signal to deliver exceptional 
connectivity virtually anywhere you place your camera. 

SIMPLE SETUP AND MAINTENANCE 
Getting the SPYPOINT FLEX G-36 set up is easy and intuitive. Activation is done entirely in the SPYPOINT 
app, while on-camera buttons allow you to format the microSD card and take a test photo. You can 
leave the field confident in your trail camera’s positioning, framing and network connectivity, and keep 
it running at peak performance by managing settings and updating your firmware from your home.

CUSTOM SCOUTING OPTIONS 
The SPYPOINT FLEX G-36 is GPS enabled to maximize the functionality and accuracy of the customiz-
able maps feature of the SPYPOINT app. The FLEX G-36 offers four capture modes: Photo, Video, Time-
Lapse, and Time-Lapse+. The Time-Lapse+ function takes photos at your preferred interval and when 
the camera’s detection sensor is triggered. No matter how you want to scout, the FLEX G-36 has you, 
and your hunting property, covered.  

ABOUT SPYPOINT  
SPYPOINT, the world’s #1 cellular trail camera brand, revolutionized the hunting industry by making 
mobile scouting accessible to all. Our reliable, easy-to-use cameras and innovative photo and camera 
management app with customizable maps, weather, and BUCK TRACKER AI filters, are designed with 
one goal in mind: to make you a more prepared and efficient hunter. With SPYPOINT you have the 
entire hunt in the palm of your hand.

CELLULAR TRAIL CAMERA

TRIGGER SPEED: Automatically adapts 
to conditions to ensure the best picture

FLASH RANGE: 100’

DETECTION RANGE: 100’

MEGAPIXELS: 36 MP

VIDEO: 1080p with sound

MODES: Photo, Video, Time-Lapse,  
Time-Lapse+ 

CELLULAR NETWORK: Multi-network LTE 
via True Dual-SIM configuration - preloaded 
with two preactivated SIM cards to ensure 
cross-carrier coverage

Flexible Photo Transmission Plans from 
FREE to unlimited  

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
Installation strap

SOLD SEPARATELY 
Class 10 microSD Card 
LIT-22 Rechargeable Lithium Battery 
Eight AA batteries 

The above ad copy is in full compliance with all SPYPOINT brand and product guidelines. To ensure full compliance with  
all logo and brand placement guidelines please view our retailer guidelines. www.spypoint.com/en/guidelines/retailer


